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Indo- German student exchange program 2017-18
Every nation has its own culture, unique ways
of living and value system.. It is quite interesting
to experience a nation like Germany that has
stolen significant pages of History.
History We, the IndoGerman exchange group 2016-17 got the
opportunity to visit Metten,
Metten a small township in
Bavaria, the Southern part of Germany.
Our group consisted of two teachers and twelve
students. We left on April 25th 2.00am and
reached Munich on April 26th
26 by noon . Munich
welcomed us with mild rain and we were frozen
by the time we reached Metten.
Metten The beautiful
flowers on either side of road didn’t allow us to
realise that we took 1 hr 15 min to reach St.
Michael's Gymnasium, Metten,
Metten our host school.
We were lucky enough to experience all the four
climates in a short span of 15 days- the rain, the
snow, the fog and the sun.The program
provided platform for our students to
experience-Life in Metten. If someone asks me
what is the learning at the end of the program,
then my answer will be as follows. You can see
all kinds of people all over the world. Perception
about a nation is created based on History of the
nation, economy and majority’s way of living. I
would like to mention few values that I

observed in most of the people of Metten. They
are very punctual. Words are not enough to
explain their hospitality. Their dignity of labour
is high. They spend quality and quantity time
with their family. They make sure that
weekends are for family. The roads are neat and
clean, though one may argue population is very
low compared to that in India. Knowledge and
use of Technology is in its high. Above all they
are proud of their nation.
The welcome band to the final see-off on May
10th, German cuisine to Indian restaurant food
and, each and every day’s schedule reflected
cultural exchange- the reason behind the
program. We are proud to say that the program
added lot of meaning to each one of our lives.
Mrs. Aswathy Mary Joseph
Department of Mathematics
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St. Michael’s Gymnasium
St, Michael’s Gymnasium is a private school in
Metten, which is managed and run by Benedictine
Fathers. We got shock for lifetime seeing the huge
compound where the school, the library, the
monastery, and the church were located.
We were a little surprised that there is no reception
area or help desk in the school.
school Later we realised
that everyone in Metten know each other and they
are disciplined that there is no need for any further
enquiry or reminders. The class rooms are small
and strength per class is 14 or 15. There is space for
interactions and discussions. We got a chance to be
part of few classes. The only difficulty we faced was
the mode of instruction – German.
German School’s concert
hall is grand and has beautiful carvings on the
walls, a few chandeliers and a stage where the band
usually performs. The ceiling has paintings of Jesus
Christ and writings from the Bible. It displays the
baroque style of architecture and has been modified
over the years.

many rare and antique books. It is unbelievable
how well the library has been maintained and how
the books have remained intact. The school has a
touch of modern technology and a lot of prized
possessions from the rich history that is connected
to it. There is a common art space where the
students can practise drawing, painting and
sculpting. They also have other facilities like
basketball courts, football tables and a computer
lab.
In a world where schools across the globe aspire to
have state of art technology, It was a satisfying
experience to visit a school in another country that
not just has modern technology, but also owns
artefacts that are centuries old.
Jatin Dalmia
II CAMS L

The school houses a modern and an ancient library.
The former has a vast collection of books that cover
a wide range of topics and is currently in use. The
latter can be accessed only by the Priests as it holds
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Metten
Metten is a municipality in the district of
Deggendorf , Bavaria in Germany . It is the
calmest place we have ever been to and
there is greenery all around. The road
network are well organised and there is no
traffic. The houses in Metten follow same
pattern of construction and looked
beautiful. Almost every house in Metten
has solar panels and try to harness solar
energy and make best uses out it. Every
house has a garden and they try to make it
attractive by using garden decors.
We met Erhard Radlmaier , the mayor of
Metten who gladly briefed us about how
Metten works .For
For example: the schooling,
the drainage system ,the cabinet members
,the waste management etc . Metten is
highly secure. People respect and follow
the rules and regulations.
regulations
Their cuisine includes meat (mainly beef
and pork), dumplings (mainly potato),
dishes which often use flour and pretzels.
Beer is very common drink here.
Generally people there drink fizzy or
sparkling water as it helps in digestion.
People who return the bottles back to the

shop where they bought it from get 25
cents and the bottles are recycled, hence
reducing the amount of waste generation.
Fontella the best ice cream parlour of
Metten where hundreds of people come,
was next to the hostel and what more do
we need ? We walked all the way to Netto
a supermarket which is 2kms away from
Metten and bought the best scented
candles. It is interesting to know that
people in Metten make the best use of their
cycles and reduce fuel consumption and in
turn pollution. So basically in every
possible way they try to be eco friendly. As
a whole we loved the way their
municipality works and we were
mesmerised by its beauty and elegance. It
was the best trip ever and Metten be the
best.
Meenakshi Reddy
II CAME L
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Spring Festival
The Spring Festival is an annual fest that takes
place in Metten between the end of April and
beginning of May. It begins on a Saturday
with the traditional opening of a beer barrel
by the Mayor of Stuttgart.
Stuttgart It’s a beer festival,
where a variety of beer is available for
purchase.

The fest, which comes to life at noon, is open
to all age groups, but only people above 16
years are granted access into the tents, where
alcohol is sold. A band plays songs all night
long. Every night, there is a different band
that plays live, terrific music to which people
stand on the benches and dance.

It’s believed that in ancient times, when a
farmer harvests his first crop of the season,
celebration takes place by drinking alcohol.
The October Fest was soon introduced, where
beer drinking competitions are held.

Though a very crowded place, cleanliness is
taken care of. Well-natured people make the
fest perfect. The exhilarating experience is a
treasure to cherish.

It’s more like a fair, where there are different
types of games like dashing cars and fast,
dizzy rides. The environment felt like a mini
amusement park. There are several food stalls
where a wide range of eatables are available.
Since it’s a typical traditional festival, people
wear the ethnic Bavarian costumes.

Siddharth Bhandari
II CAMS K
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Mt. Zugspitze
Mt. Zugspitze is the highest peak in
Our journey to the mountain
unforgettable experience. The entire
group, Indians and Germans, were
some of our partner’s classmates.
classmates

Germany.
was an
Exchange
joined by

We met at the school, and left at around 6:30am.
The bus ride took almost 4 hours.
hours It was amazing
to see snow on both sides of the road. We felt, we
are on our way to heaven. We got off the bus
when we arrived at the base station. From there it
was a 45 minute train ride to another station,
where you could either take a cable car to the
highest point of the mountain, or you could
remain at that level and experience the snow
there. We, of course, went on ahead to the
highest point.
We reached the station and climbed a few floors
to the top of the peak. When we stepped out of
the station into the snow it was so cold. I
personally felt like I couldn't breathe! We got

used to it though, and then we took lots of
pictures and had a snowball fight with all of our
partners! While the Germans were pretty good at
it, we Indians couldn't even master the art of
making a snowball! I believe we got better at it
though.
We then headed down to the lower station and
played for a little longer in the snow. We
attempted to make a snowman, but it was a very
poor attempt! We had another snowball fight and
enjoyed ourselves a little more before we had to
leave in order to catch the train back down.
I wish I get a chance to go there once again….

Tejaswini Srihari
II PPES O
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The BMW Factory
The BMW factory in Dingolfing is the biggest
BMW factory in Germany, and the biggest factory
I have personally seen. It was an exciting
experience.
Brief introduction about BMW was given to us by
the guide. After wearing protective glasses and
vests, we started our exploration.
exploration Our first stop
was the Press shop. Here we saw how a sheet of
steel gets pressed by 55 tons into the basic
structure of the body. In a fraction of second, two
dimensional steel sheets got converted to three
dimensional body parts. One thing we found
fascinating throughout the unit was the amazing
technology used for production.
production
Then we went to the Body shop where
approximately 2000 robots worked to assemble
the basic body. Robotic hands lifted, glued, and
placed these sheets to get the outer structure. It
was an amazing sight.From there we went to the
Paint shop where the body, which is in white, is
given the desired color with several coats of paint
and finally it is given the metallic shine. BMW
customers can choose from a range of more than
300 colors.

And finally, to the Assembly Unit where the
interiors of the car are fit into it. Here technology
was at its best. According to the information
given to us by our guide, they create 1600 cars per
day in assembly unit.
The marriage unit is the place where engine is
fixed with the assembled body. According to our
guide, no one can separate the engine from the
assembled body. We moved to another place
where we saw the final product coming out.
There, our tour came to an end.
We got opportunity to visit the souvenir shop
where we purchased BMW merchandise ranging
from T-shirts to bottles and models of their
various cars.
The experience was very enlightening and one of
a kind. It made us appreciate the work and
technology a lot more!

Rajeev Bhansali
II CAMS K
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Neuschwanstein Castle
It was snowing and windy, and there we were,
walking
uphill
to
the
enormous
Neuschwanstein Castle, the Fairy Tale castle.
Everything about this castle was beyond this
world. The location, the view of the vast green
plains and the interiors of the castle were
absolutely breathtaking. It was a long walk
through the castle with a narrow flight of
around 200 stairs. The size of it, the scenery all
around and its position makes the castle look
unreal.
This castle was meant to be the residence of
King Ludwig of Bavaria. Neuschwanstein
literally means “New Swan Stone”.
Stone” It came to
be called Neuschwanstein only after the death
of King Ludwig.

king has swans in plenty. We learnt that the
wood work of the king’s room alone involved
14 carpenters who worked for 4 years and also
the castle had running water on all floors due to
the spring that supplied excellent drinking
water. This beautiful castle is overlooked by
another castle. More importantly, King Ludwig
grew up in this overlooking castle.
The enormity and appearance of the
Neuschwanstein Castle tends to attract a
number of tourists and was a very delightful
experience. It was a unique and great
experience for all of us.
Shivani Ponnappa
II CAMS J

The swan was the heraldic animal and the
interiors of the castle – the ceiling, the windows,
the door handles, especially the bedroom of the
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Regensburg
Rustic buildings, beautiful architecture and
narrow roads covered with cobble stones is
what we imagined a typical European city to
be. Regensburg, a UNESCO heritage site, is
one of those cities that lived up to those
expectations.

beautifully. Different parts of the Cathedral
have dates that have been carved to mark
when those parts of the Cathedral were built.
The inside of the cathedral has dim light and
beautiful paintings on the roof representing
Jesus.

We went to the city in a train along with our
partners and their teachers.
teachers On reaching the
Regensburg station, we took a bus to the
Regensburg University. We got a chance to go
around the university and look at the various
blocks and facilities they provided. The
university offers courses ranging from
applied sciences to sports right from the
Undergraduate level. We also did peep into
one of the classes that was taking place and
their medium of teaching was German.

Another interesting thing we saw there was
the Goliath house. It is a mural that is painted
on a wall, and is beautifully intricate and
detailed.
All of us loved the city and found it to be
aesthetically pleasing. It’s exactly what we
had pictured a heritage city in Europe to be
like. This city has a charm of its own that left
us awestruck.
Shruthi Doss

Regensburg means “Fortress by the river
Regen”. We walked by the river that flows in
the city for a while after which we went to the
famous Regensburg Cathedral.
Cathedral It’s built in the
gothic style of architecture and has intricate
and detailed work that has been carved

II HEPP N
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Passau
Passau, a small-sleeping town in the southeast
of Germany, is located at the Austrian border.
Situated at the convergence of three rivers
Danube (AKA Donau), Inn and Ilz, it is known
worldwide as The City of Three Rivers.
There are several ferries that drift one into the
picturesque beauty of the three rivers and their
banks. The sweet, cool breeze is extremely
soothing and makes one ponder about how
peaceful life can get. The magnificent spectacle
of the merging rivers is absolutely jawdropping. The soft, rippling waters create the
perfect ambience to get carried away, into
nature.
In the heart of Passau, on the Old Town’s
highest point, stands the grand St. Stephen’s
Cathedral, which houses the world’s largest
cathedral organ. The subtle, yet sober features
of the interiors leave one awestruck. It’s also

notable for its gothic and baroque architecture
and is dedicated to St. Stephen. The
exquisiteness of the depictions is so real that it
makes one time travel. The existing organ is
outstandingly unique, with its 17,974 pipes,
233 ringing registers and four carillons that
could all be played from one console.
Listening to it live is like a dream come true.
Passau is a well-planned town where the
streets are spick and span and trees form green
umbrellas. With its unique charm and
atmosphere, Passau is one of the most
beautiful and spectacular German towns.
Appreciate life as it happens. Moments will
soon pass and you’ll wish you had treasured
them more. ~Anonymous
Nikithaa Milaap Chand Parakh
II PCMB B
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The Bavarian Forest
The Bavarian forest is a wooded, low
mountain region in Bavaria. It extends along
the Czech border.
We got the opportunity to spend one day in
the forest as part of the program.
program We walked
above the canopy of the forest, on the
walkway built along the length of the forest, to
reach a height of 1000 metres from the ground.
From there, The Alps looked so beautiful that
mere words cannot describe the beauty.
We then walked through a tunnel that
displayed pictures of animals found in the
forest along with which a device played the
sound of the animal. Another tunnel had
pictures of trees and along with each picture
there was a pipe below that gave out the scent
of the specific tree or plant. We were amazed
with the kind of experiential learning one
undergoes here.

We then entered an optical illusion room.
Something very interesting there was a mirror
that blended the reflection of two individuals
sitting on either side of the mirror, combining
their faces into one.
The Upside-down House is a must visit. From
the name “Wald Wipfel Weg” to everything
inside, it personifies creativity. Every object in
the house, from the TV to the chicken inside
the oven, is glued to the top of the house, in an
upside-down manner. Even though it gave us
a headache, it was worth the pain!
There is a small roller coaster ride near the
forest that takes you through the entire forest.
It was a wonderful day, one I will cherish all
my life!
Samyukta Hemanth Chhajed
II CAME L
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Visit To Organic Farm
The agricultural farm is an hour away from
Metten. And what makes road trips more
appealing are the extremely scenic locations
and the pleasant welcoming weather.

organic farming. There are ongoing research
studies happening on behavior of animals.
These studies are then applied for better results
in the farm.

The most wonderful aspect of the farm we
visited is that nearly 80%
80
of the farm's
requirements are produced in the farm itself
without having them to be sourced from
anywhere else. The plants are grown
organically in a complete cycle which
eliminates the use of fertilizers.
fertilizers The waste from
the cattle is used as manure for the plants and
also as a fuel (biogas). There was also an old
typical German shed which was not used
anymore. The farm has bees, cows, bulls and
pigs. There is a use of both natural and
artificial methods of reproduction of animals.

The fruits grown in the farm look healthy.
They make juice from the fruits, and the
remains of the fruits are fed to the animals, so
there is almost no waste generated in the farm.
We had lunch at the farm, made from only
what’s grown in the farm, and with that we
ended an eventful day.

It was interesting to know that our guide is a
postgraduate student who works in the farm as
part of her studies on animal husbandry and

II CAMS J

But while I praise the methods and efficiency
of the German farming techniques, we will
always feel that India must develop what lacks
within, because we are capable of achieving it.
Hriday Munoth
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Munich
Munich is one of the most prosperous and
fastest growing cities in Germany. It is
home to 6 million people.
people
It took one hour for us in train to reach
Munich from Metten. Munich bristled the
whole day and we had the city tour in
rain. We were guided with audio support
in the bus and got chance to pass by all
significant parts of Munich.
Munich During World
War II, Munich was heavily bombed and
more than 50% of the entire city and up to
90% of the historic centre was destroyed.
Munich rebuilt most of its traditional
cityscape and added a modern face to the
city with the Olympic Stadium, while
hosting the 1972 Summer Olympics. In
addition
the
Allianz
Arena
was
constructed. Since the 1980s,
1980 Munich and
the entire surrounding region was
characterised by a strong economic

growth, the location of high-tech
industries and scientific institutions, very
low unemployment rates and a strong
influx of people. The city is home to major
corporations like BMW, Siemens, MAN,
Linde, Allianz and Munich RE as well as
many small and medium-sized companies.
After the city tour was the time for
shopping. Even though everything was
expensive, all of us bought something as a
memory. Though the rain didn't allow us
to enjoy the beauty of the place to its
fullest, we all were happy that we got a
chance to land on the third largest city in
Germany.

Niyama Natarajan Kashyap
II PPES O
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Concentration Camp
Dachau is a town in the north of Bavaria.
Presently, it’s a major district town of the
administrative region of north Bavaria, about
20 kilometers north-west of Munich.
Munich
The Nazi Concentration Camp Memorial at
Dachau, is one of the first concentration camps
set up in Germany and is officially called KZGEDENKSTATTE CONCENTRATION CAMP
MEMORIAL SITE. This is one of the many
unfortunate DACHAU places where thousands
of people suffered during the Second World
War. The entry gate reads ARBEIT MACHT
FREI which literally means WORK SETS YOU
FREE.
The memorial site is not the same as it was set
up in March 1933. It’s partially reconstructed to
display the immense amount of agony suffered
by the prisoners, particularly, the Jews. The
ground where roll call was held is still retained.
The museum is the prime attraction, exhibiting
complete details about the captives and the
articles they left behind. Wondering about the

difficult times, makes one’s heart heavy. A
documentary film, screening for 22 minutes
portrays the immense torture the people
underwent. The film draws attention to the
abuse and resultant diseases that people had to
live with.
The memorial grants the appropriate and
precise details about the concentration camp.
The site facilitates the opportunity of acquiring
the knowledge through the means of an audio
guide which was equipped in several
languages.
The camp was liberated in 1945. The gutwrenching ambience can make one only
contemplate the barbarous events. Walking out
of that gate, realization that war brings no
peace, hits hard.
Shivakumar Subramanya
II CAMS J
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Salzburg
“With a sweeping aerial view, the film opens
with a left to right camera pan through the
clouds and across rocky, snow-covered
mountains. With open armed appreciation of
the beauty of the surrounding majestic peaks
and vistas of the Austrian Alps, she twirls
and sings the title song.”This
song
is the opening
sequence of "The Sound of Music", (SOM) a
much-heralded, breath--taking piece of filmmaking. And it was shot there in Salzburg,
Austria. Now it would be unfair to say that
the film was shot in Salzburg because the
locations are spread far and wide. This
classic movie reflects the whole essence of
Salzburg city. We were really curious and
excited to explore it. From Deggendorf we
traveled to Salzburg, Austria, about 2.5
hours by car. Many people take a day trip
from Munich to Salzburg.
Salzburg

Salzburg is the fourth-largest city in Austria
and the capital of the federal state of
Salzburg. Salzburg's "Old Town" (Altstadt) is
internationally renowned for its baroque
architecture and is one of the best-preserved
city centers north of the Alps. It was listed as
a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997. The
city welcomed us directly to the world
famous Hohensalzburg Castle. We walked to
the base of the Hohensalzburg Fortress to
take a cable car. Walk through golden
chamber and panoramic view of Salzburg
city was really breathtaking. As we went out
and started walking the streets of Salzburg i
saw this large crowd a little ways ahead of
me. We walked closer to the crowd and
noticed that the people were taking picture
of a building.
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We looked up and realized that the building they
were taking pictures of was Mozart’s birthplace.
The celebrated composer, Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, was born here on January 27, 1756. The
whole yellow house is now home to a museum
dedicated to Mozart and his family.
family

Next we head on to the very informative Haus
der Natur museum at the centre of the city. Giant
dinosaurs from prehistoric times come together at
the Haus der Natur with milestones of space
travel, diverse underwater worlds and reptiles
from the most distant corners of the globe. The
journey into the human body is guaranteed to
astonish you, as will the interactive experiments
in the Science Center.

beautiful Salzburg Bridge. This pedestrian bridge
is a great way to travel by foot or bike between
the Historic City Center and Mirabell Palace, but
most people will remember it because of all the
"Love Locks" attached to the bridge.

We ended our trip with Mirabell garden. Today,
it serves as the backdrop for weddings. The visit
to the city was worthier one indeed and that
marked the end of our visit to this breathtaking
place.
Mr. Jerin Jose
Department of Physics

The lunch was really delicious.
delicious Post lunch we
head on to the famous Salzburg cathedral which
explicitly shows the history and art of the city.
Before dusk engulfed the day we moved on to the
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HOME AWAY FROM HOME
Our experience with host families…..
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Nico and his family hosted me for two weeks and in the two
weeks I never felt I was away from home ,because it was
like a family away from family. The first thing NIco’s mom
told me is that I could take anything I want without her
permission and I felt I am at home.His parents though they
dint speak English tried their level best to communicate
with me and take care of every possible thing ,by which my
stay is good and I don't face any problem.Starting from the
breakfast to the delicious dinner meals everything was
taken good care off. The food pattern is very different from
ours,it's very dry and not very well decorated but it's
healthy.The traditionaln Bavarian food was very delicious
and was little spicy compared to all other dishes. Even my
neighbour there was very friendly. Something which I
found interesting was, they spend most of their time playing
board games or table tennis or füsball unlike us, where we
spend most of our time watching television.The 15 days I
spent in Metten were one of the best days of my life and
which I spent with the best people. Memories I made can
never be expressed in words but only felt.
Those were the best days of my life in one of the most
beautiful places in the world.!
Siddharth Bhandari, II CAMS K
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The German exchange programme that I went to this year
gave me so many memories to carry forward with me, but
the most important thing that I got was a family away from
home. I consider myself very privileged as I believe that the
Helfrich’s were more than just hosts for me. They became
family. Elena, my exchange partner was like my sister, and
her parents treated me like I was their daughter. They are a
loving family who enjoy travelling and spending time with
each other. I spent two weekends with my family. On the
first weekend, we visited some of their family friends and
spent the evening with them. We also went boating on one
of the days and had some of their family friends over and
we cooked Indian food. Elena’s mother wanted to try
cooking Indian food and I helped her a little bit, and her
thought of cooking Indian food made me feel elated. We
also visited the Bavarian forests with some of the other
students who were a part of the exchange programme.
I believe that staying with the host families made me learn a
lot. I really liked how their weekends are a lot more relaxed
than ours and how they make a lot of time for their families.
They are very punctual and respect and value time. The one
thing that I really respect about the German’s is that they are
very humble and if they take up something, they do their
study on it and do it well.
On the whole, I enjoyed my time with the family there, I met
many new people, tried different cuisines, visited new
places and learnt a lot of new things, most of which will
remain with me for life as good values.
Shruthi Doss , II HEPP N
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My experience with the host family was amazing. They always
treated me as their child. I am very lucky to have a family in
Germany too. They were very kind hearted and sweet. Though they
never make vegetarian food, they learnt various vegetarian recipes
and cooked vegetarian food for me.
I had the best 15 days of my life with them. They liked spending
time with me. After they come from their work or school we use to
sit together and play various board games or go out for a walk. But
the most memorable day was the last day when they gave me an
album of my visit to Germany. There were tears on their eyes. They
also sent gifts for my parents and my sister. They asked me to visit
them next year too. I hope I can give the same experience to my
partner .
Rajeev Bhansali, II CAMS K

I was glad to hear that I would be hosted by a family in
Germany. From the day I reached Metten to the day they
dropped me back to airport, they made each and every
moment memorable. Schlotter family taught me importance
of punctuality. Time is money. Not even one day of mine
pass without a thought about them. I am grateful to the
family for taking care of me, preparing delicious food for
me and above all spending time with me. It’s hard to forget
the trip and the family.
Samyukta Hemanth Chhajed , II CAME L
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No matter how I look back at the fortnight
that sped away in a jiffy, there
undoubtedly exists the term “Cosmic
connections” About thousands of miles
connections”.
away, oceans apart, those unique hearts of
trust, love and oneness of humanity still
live
on.
The
initial
WhatsApp
conversations and continued connection
to Deutighers,
Deutighers my family in Metten, along
with the each moment spent has changed
my outlook towards what exactly
gregarious hosting should be.
They all: Dr.
Dr Sabine(mother), elder son
Korbinian, lovely daughters- Karolina and
Antonia, Severine (my exchange partner)
and the little Benedict smothered
The German exchange programme was an
eye opener and the best cultural
programme I personally had in my life.
This programme made me realize that
though we all are from different parts of
the world, different cultures and different
backgrounds; there is always one thing that
is common between us. The act of
humanity. From my personal experience I
could find within my German partner
humility, kindness and acceptance and I
shall see to it that I shall follow the same
principles as they did and give justice to
our motto of ‘athiti devo bhavah’.
Germany as many know is a truly beautiful
place but my prejudice about European
people in general was cleared after
attending
this
cultural
exchange
programme initiated by the college. My
host family were

extremely kind. I still remember that
whenever I used to come home late, my
partner’s
mother
would
put
few
sandwiches and ice tea near my doorstep
for the night. I found this to be a very nice
gesture. We used to go out every day and
walk about the beautiful streets of
Germany. In the first time of my life I’ve
cycled 30 kms just to buy a cone of ice
cream. Indian food is found to be tastier in
Germany, mostly due to the increase of its
craving.
We had a lot of fun in Germany and each
moment was worth living for.
for The beautiful
views, the late night talks and movies, the
fun in the trampolines and who could
forget the vast variety and amount of
cheese.
Jatin Dalmia, II CAME ‘L’

me with such love and care that now I
believe them as a part of my distant angels
family of the heavens.
The picturesque house with those lovely
gardens, neatly trimmed carpet of grass,
blooming flower shrubs and tall juniper
fences seemed like a 3D tapestry woven
into reality. My small gifts to each of them
were received with unbiased and genuine
enthusiasm.Their extra pampering to keep
my strict vegetarian food habits, privacy,
and snug warm clothing in an unusually
cold weather reflects their immense care
and concern. I look forward to Severine's
visit and wish that I provide him the best
of our traditional Indian hosting.
Niyama Natarajan Kashyap, II PPES O
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My fifteen days in Germany were the best fifteen
days of my life. It wouldn't have been even half as
awesome as it was if I didn't have a host family.
The first day was spent in knowing the family and
introducing myself to them.
them As each day passed
and I got to know them better, I involuntarily
started building an emotional bonding with the
family. There is one incident that I can never forget
- I was down with a cold on the very first day, so
my partner's mother got me a pair of warm socks
and asked me to put them on so that my feet could
remain warm and that I could recover faster. And
then she told me, "You have to listen to me from
today because 'I am your Mom'", and this made my
day, in fact it made my entire trip special as I never
felt away from family. We had almost a fixed and
ordinary routine everyday, but it's important to be
on time. Punctuality is valued the most here. Bread-

Once we got to know that we were selected for
the Indo-German Exchange, excitement levels
reached the sky. The whole hearted welcome
by the family was remarkable. They took great
care of me and made me a part of their family.
The first weekend, on Saturday we spent time
in the city Deggendorf. The next day, that is
Sunday, we travelled to Passau, a city where
three rivers meet. We had extraordinary
Indian food for our lunch in the city. An
amazing Sunday came to an end by playing
table tennis, foosball etc. The very next day
there was a party organized by my host family
as it was my partner’s birthday.

jam (cheese or Nutella) and coffee was our
permanent breakfast. Sounds boring, but what's
surprising is that there are more than 200 types of
breads in Germany! Most of the German dishes
were non-vegetarian, so I didn't try them, but by
looking and tasting a few vegetarian options I had,
I know that potatoes, cheese, bread, paparik (for
spice) and meat(sausages are the most famous) are
the most common ingredients in German dishes.
What I like the most is that everyone eats their food
together on one table and no one is supposed to
leave the table until everyone is done. The stay with
a host family is not just meant for accommodation,
the major idea is to learn the differences between
the two nations (cultural, social and political), the
lifestyle and most importantly to accept and adjust.

Hriday Munoth, II CAMS J

The following weekend, I had the opportunity
of rowing in the nearby river namely Donau.
The rowing was spectacular and we enjoyed a
lot. Sunday, a visit to the Bavarian Forest, a
renowned forest of that place. What was
astonishing is the upside down house. Good
times come to an end, but this was not an end
but an eye opener for many of us and we
learnt a lot from this amazing 15 days of our
lives. Honestly, a much required holiday with
brilliant learning and colorful memories.
Waiting for the Exchange partners to arrive in
India.

Shiva Kumar Subramanya,
Subramanya II CAMS J
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In Germany, I stayed with the Stecher family,
which consisted of my partner Jacobea, her mom
Claudia and her dad Markus.
Markus Jacobea had two
siblings as well, but they studied out of town. They
had a pretty house, which I especially loved
because of how all over the house they hung
posters and paintings from all the places they've
visited! I still cannot comprehend how a familyliving in a different part of the world, and who
don't know me well at all, could welcome me into
their home and into their family so easily and with
so much love. The gesture will forever warm my
heart. They were humble and kind and I never felt
awkward or uncomfortable with them. I loved
how they made it a point to sit around the dining
table to eat. They provided me with everything I
needed and much more, and I felt truly blessed to

Finally, the much awaited day had come, when I
had finished packing bags and was ready to bid
adieu to my home and family.We were
welcomed with open arms and rain. When I first
met my partner Leo, his sister Lina and his
parents, I was a little nervous about the 15 days
to come. Doubts raced through my mind
whether or not I would adjust well to the new
house, and the new family. But, their warmth
made me feel so comfortable and at home. The
gifts that I had taken for them from India made
them jump with joy. We went out to different
cities during the weekends and spent a lot of
time together. From shopping , to the amazing
barbecues, to sightseeing , to eating fabulous
food , to our talks and laughter, I’ve had it all’.
We sat and spoke for hours together about the
most unusual things and differences between the

have a second family such as this one. For that is
what they are, family. Both Jacobea’s mom and
dad cooked amazing food, and I personally loved
the german cuisine. It has such subtle but
wonderful flavors. My family tried to show me as
much as they could in the short two weeks I was
there, and over the weekend, after a tremendous
breakfast, we went to Krumou, Czech Republic on
the first weekend and Salzburg, Austria on the
second.
They made sure I experienced everything
traditional, and I loved every minute of my time in
Germany. And if asked to do it all over again, I
wouldn't change a thing
Tejaswini Srihari, II PPES O

German and Indian culture – the marriages, the
religions, the population and various other
aspects of Indian culture..
The last day in their house, I was trying to be
happy that it happened and not upset because it
had ended. I am extremely happy that I met
some of the best people and spent the most
unforgettable times with them. They helped to
show me a whole new world, a new culture that
I never experienced before.
before They opened their
heart and home for me and made me feel like it
was my own.The fact that parting with me made
them shed tears, made me want to leave behind
a part of me. I surely wanted to, but as the saying
goes, ‘Good things have to come to an end!’
Shivani Ponnappa,, II CAMS J
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It was a pleasant surprise when I got to know that I was selected for the
German Exchange Program. Meenakshi and I did not have German
partners and so we got the opportunity to stay with our teachers, Mrs.
Aswathy and Mr. Jerin. St. Michael’s Gymnasium was very welcoming and
I felt at home. The accommodation provided was excellent as the quarters
were well maintained and each of us got our own rooms. Being a
vegetarian, I knew that food was going to be a big challenge and hence,
packed a whole suitcase of ready-to-cook food stuff! It was a memorable
experience for me as I was preparing food for the first time and even more
pleasurable, as the same food was relished by all. We all enjoyed feasting
on Indian food, on a foreign land.
We were fortunate enough to experience all four seasons in a fortnight.
Low population density, clean roads, zero traffic congestion and the green
environment makes Metten an ideal place to live in. Over and above, the
hospitality of the Germans was like a cherry on the cake. They were kind
enough to make room for me on one of their weekends and we went to the
Bavarian Forests, which brought us one step closer to nature.
Traveling internationally without my parents at such a young age was
scary and exciting at the same time, but everyone made me feel so
comfortable that I didn’t miss my parents back home. I’m extremely
grateful to everyone who made it happen and delighted to be a part of this
family.
Nikithaa Milaap Chand Parakh, II PCMB B
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As impossible as I thought it would be in the beginning , I cannot get
over the fact that I had been to Germany. Trip to Metten , Germany
was like a wish come true as I always wanted to travel distant places
without parents and of course with friends . I love to explore and
discover new places. One of my friend and I did not have exchange
partners and thought it would be boring but were proved wrong , we
had equal amount fun. We stayed at the school hostel accompanied by
the teachers.

It was a new experience all together to get to see the schooling system
and I think it is the most organised one and it is nice to know that they
give a lot of importance to fine arts and language .The best quality I
learnt and am trying to imbibe is punctuality. I learnt to be
independent and also learnt to adjust in group. I liked the way people
there respect and care for others. I will always be grateful to Christ
junior college for giving me this wonderful opportunity which
otherwise would have been tough to think of.
Meenakshi Reddy, II CAME L
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